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Forgotten crisis
  Central African Republic
















In Central African Republic (CAR), 1 million people have been displaced by ongoing conflict. The International Rescue Committee has assisted CAR throughout its current crisis despite the high risk to aid workers. We provide medical care, water and sanitation services, and protection for vulnerable women and girls.









  
    

    Country facts
	Population: 4.7 million
	People displaced by crisis: Internally displaced, 630,834; refugees from CAR displaced in the region is 634,788 
	Rank in Human Development Index: 188 of 191 countries




IRC response
	Started work in CAR: 2006






News and features
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        Video
      
What do you know about CAR?
Since a horrific sectarian war erupted in the Central African Republic (CAR) in 2012, thousands of people have been killed. Nearly a million people have fled their homes.
Watch the video
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        Climate change
      
  10 countries at risk of climate disaster


Learn more 
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        World Refugee Day
      
  110 million people displaced around the world: get the facts


Everything you need to know
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        Women and girls
      
  The five most challenging places to grow up a girl


What it's like to grow up in a crisis zone
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        Stand with women and girls
      
  The five most dangerous places to be a girl


Read the article
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Our efficiency


	87% Program services
	8% Management and general
	5% Fundraising

Donate







Join our mailing list

    Get the latest news about the IRC's innovative programs, compelling stories about our clients and how you can make a difference.
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International Rescue Committee is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization. EIN number 13-5660870.

Copyright © International Rescue Committee, 2024.
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